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Eclipse combines proven advanced analytic
technology with standard linear workflow to help
achieve the most efficient review while gaining
the best understanding of your case evidence.
Using the advanced analytics functionality found
in the Eclipse review application to prioritize
and predict responsive documents, law firms
are able to complete better reviews quickly
and defensibly.

STREAMLINE YOUR WORKFLOW
Accomplish all litigation tasks, from early case
assessment and culling tasks to analytical review to
high-speed processing & production, from one platform.

REDUCE YOUR COST
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One Process, One Platform

Full Early Case Assessment

The Ipro Enterprise Digital Discovery
Platform is an integrated software
solution designed to streamline the
discovery process. By combining early
case assessment and culling tasks
with analytical review and high-speed
processing and production, Ipro Enterprise
allows law firms to manage electronic
evidence collections of vast sizes and
complexity levels more efficiently and
cost-effectively than ever before.

Allegro assists firms in gaining quick
access to the facts for initial consideration
and analysis before reaching the costly
stages of litigation processing and
review. This insightful interactive culling
application helps firms cut through the
noise and see the full picture, even
when faced with mountains of data. By
pinpointing relevant information at the
earliest stages of litigation, firms are able
to reduce expenses by up to 90%.

Eliminate the noise found within your document
population and get the important documents
quicker, saving time and money throughout the
litigation process.

MITIGATE YOUR RISK

Enhanced Digital Discovery Processing
eCapture is the industry gold standard for
electronic file processing because it is realworld tested and trial proven. It is used daily
by law firms, litigation service providers,
corporations, and government agencies
around the world on the most daunting
litigation document collections. eCapture
provides users with ultimate peace
of mind that all of the electronically
stored files will be processed utilizing
defensible strategies and advanced
technologies.

Ipro’s Enterprise Digital Discovery
Platform has built-in features to
assist with the data management
process from beginning to
end, including preventing the
production of privileged
documents to opposing
counsel with Ipro’s
Production Shield.

Begin Native File Review or Enhanced
Discovery Immediately
Allegro is a component of the Ipro Enterprise
Digital Discovery Platform, a comprehensive
system providing law firms with all the tools
they need to address every stage of the litigation
lifecycle. After culling, files can be made
available in review platform Eclipse for native
file review or eCapture for enhanced discovery
and document imaging. This is done within the
database without creating any new copies
of the electronically stored files, saving time
and storage costs while keeping the document
collection pristine and reducing the chance of
errors or missing files.

Gain The Fastest Access
to Case Data
In the earliest stages of litigation, it’s
critical for attorneys to get to the facts
of the case quickly in order to develop
case strategy, gain an initial estimate of
litigation costs, and better prepare for
Meet & Confers. Allegro gives law firms
quick access to the crucial facts of a case,
allowing legal teams to answer important
questions like:
• What are the key custodians, terms,
and date ranges we should include in
our eDiscovery plan?
• Are there any timeline gaps in our
collected data which need to be
addressed?
• What is the size and scope of the
data collection likely moving forward
to review?
• What costs would be associated with
reviewing said data?

SOFTWARE BASED
Allegro is software based and can be utilized on
your own hardware. Completely scalable to the size
of your infrastructure, Allegro can handle any size
litigation from several gigabytes to terabytes.

HOSTED OR ON-PREMISES
Allegro can be deployed on premises behind
the firewall, in the Ipro Cloud, or in a hosted
environment via one of our hosting partners.

Litigation Review Costs
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Interactively Cull Your Data
To simplify the Early Case Assessment
process, Allegro presents data in easy-tounderstand graphs, charts, and timelines.
Attorneys can use these interactive
charts to drill down into specific date
ranges, key custodians, or other relevant
metadata for a deeper look at the data.
By presenting data the way people
think, legal teams are able to develop
case strategy while removing irrelevant
documents from the collection before
sending on to full-scale attorney review.

ONE PROCESS, ONE PLATFORM
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Reduce Review Costs Up To 90%
By using customizable filtering options and
advanced keyword search functionality, litigation
teams are often able to reduce data collections to
as small as 10% of their previous size, reducing
review time and the expenses associated with it.

Allegro is the Early Case Assessment
component of the Ipro Enterprise Digital
Discovery Platform. With the ability
to discover native files and forensic
images, this comprehensive
software package reduces
cost of ownership, including
training and maintenance,
and eliminates the need to
copy litigation files across
disparate software.

PUT TECHNOLOGY TO WORK
Manual, linear review of large litigation document
collections is becoming more and more unrealistic
as data growth continues to explode. Courts have
ruled technology assisted review is an acceptable
and defensible strategy when dealing with such
matters.² Eclipse analytics allows reviewers
to prioritize documents by first reviewing a
small set of “sample” documents. Eclipse
quickly uses this set to sort the population into
categories and leaves irrelevant documents as
“uncategorized”. By using innovative document
categorization technology this technology
assisted workflow allows reviewers to achieve
better reviews faster.

Eliminate Inefficiencies
For many law firms, litigation review
is the most time consuming and
expensive portion of litigation, making
up approximately 70% of the total costs
of document production.¹ To alleviate
this pain, web-based review platform
Eclipse incorporates advanced analytics,
technology assisted review functionality,
and cutting-edge features which allow law
firms to streamline their workflow, reduce
inefficiency and save time and money
throughout the review process.

Choose your Technology

START SMARTER
Eclipse uses advanced analytics to identify
and thread email conversations, find and
compare near duplicate documents, and
cluster conceptually like documents together,
giving you an immediate “first look” at the
collection before even starting your review.
Speed up review time and increase accuracy
by reviewing logical “clusters” of documents
in the same batch.

1 Retreived January 10, 2013 from http://www.rand.org/content/
dam/rand/pubs/research_briefs/2012/RAND_RB9650.pdf

Not all firms have the IT resources required
to implement a web-based, client-server
SQL software package into their current
infrastructure. The Eclipse review application
comes in two versions depending on your firm’s
IT environment and needs: Eclipse with a SQL
back end and Eclipse SE with a self-contained
database. Eclipse SE’s functionality is closely
similar to Eclipse, but it is built for deployment
within your current environment. Its high-speed
(non-SQL) database handles native file ingestion,
document review, transcript management, and
full production effortlessly, offering a true all-inone litigation platform for firms of any size
and infrastructure.

2 D
 a Silva Moore v. Publicis Groupe, No. 11 Civ. 1279 (ALC) (AJP),
2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 23350 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 24, 2012).

IN-HOUSE COUNTERPART
While Eclipse is a web-based review application
intended for enterprise-wide deployment, Eclipse SE
is perfect for firms looking to implement an advanced
in-house review platform which can fit into their current
infrastructure.

HOSTED OR ON-PREMISES
Eclipse can be deployed on premises behind the
firewall, in the Ipro Cloud, or in a hosted environment
via one of our hosting partners.

ONE PROCESS, ONE PLATFORM
Eclipse is the review component of
the Ipro Enterprise Digital Discovery
Platform. This comprehensive
software package reduces
cost of ownership, including
training and maintenance,
and eliminates the need to
copy litigation files across
disparate software
applications.

HANDLE ANY SIZE PROJECT

“

By using a hosted version of IPRO’s eCapture
software
in the IPRO SaaS environment,

Frommer Lawrence & Haug has lowered
our total costs, minimized risks associated
with EDD productions, and increased our
department’s responsiveness and productivity”
— Caroline DeBonis, Frommer Lawrence and Haug LLP

GAIN CONTROL OF ESI PROCESSING
eCapture is a fully automated, centrally
managed electronic evidence processing
solution designed to perform electronic
data discovery, processing, and production
tasks efficiently and accurately. By
implementing eCapture rather than
outsourcing, law firms can reduce their
costs and maintain control of their internal
electronic evidence processing, without
losing the ability to take advantage of
Ipro’s worldwide network of legal service
providers or the Ipro Cloud for overflow
processing and support.

PERFORM ALL DISCOVERY TASKS
FROM ONE SYSTEM
Gain control over large, complex data
sets quickly by using eCapture to
discover hundreds of different electronic
file types in one application. Index,
search, and cull your document
collections while removing duplicates
and system files. Convert the final
document collection to TIFF or
PDF using eCapture’s highspeed production technology,
or autoload into Eclipse,
saving time and money and
streamlining your internal
discovery workflow.

Infinitely scalable, law firms are able to increase
production speed simply by adding workstations,
not personnel, for virtually limitless processing
speed and power to meet the even the tightest
deadlines. eCapture is built around a multithreaded, fully-distributed processing model to
ensure maximum productivity at all times.

Trial-Proven Confidence
eCapture has been used in some of the
world’s largest and most complex lawsuits. The
application’s transparency and proven defensibility
allows you to meet even the most stringent
production requirements.

Make Your Software Work For You
The automated workers used by eCapture
are self-healing and require almost no human
supervision to deliver quality productions,
project after project. Begin a production before
leaving the office without worrying about gaps
in productivity after hours. A feature-rich quality
control module then allows QC personnel to
validate processed data in batches appropriate
for their skill level. To further enhance production
quality, eCapture automatically flags documents
containing certain characteristics, such as
foreign language, for further attention during QC.

HOSTED OR ON-PREMISES
eCapture can be deployed on premises, in the Ipro
Cloud, or in a hosted environment via one of our
hosting partners. This flexibility means you don’t
need to increase your infrastructure to leverage
the limitless processing power of eCapture.

ONE PROCESS, ONE PLATFORM

Achieve Unparalleled Flexibility
eCapture supports hundreds of file types in
their native format for unsurpassed processing
flexibility. eCapture can export into all of the
popular leading litigation review platforms,
including auto-loading into Eclipse and other
web-based review tools.

eCapture is the processing
component of the Ipro Enterprise
Digital Discovery Platform. This
comprehensive software package
reduces cost of ownership,
including training and
maintenance, and eliminates
the need to copy litigation
files across disparate
software applications.

FLEXIBLE PURCHASING AND
DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

IN A HOSTED ENVIRONMENT
VIA AN IPRO CERTIFIED PARTNER

The Enterprise Digital Discovery Platform
is a comprehensive software package
containing Allegro, Eclipse, and eCapture.
These applications can be purchased
and utilized together or individually for
ultimate workflow flexibility. In addition,
Ipro offers several deployment options
to best meet your firm’s IT and
budgetary needs.

Ipro supports the industry’s largest
network of partners who have been
trained and certified to provide
exceptional eDiscovery services to
firms choosing to take advantage of Ipro
software in a hosted environment. Visit
our website for a complete list of Certified
Ipro Hosting Partners or look for the “Ipro
Certified” logo when researching legal
service providers.

ON YOUR NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
For firms who need and are able to
manage the complexities of behind-thefirewall litigation software packages, the
Enterprise Digital Discovery Platform can
be deployed on your infrastructure and
managed by your own internal team. This
allows you to maintain complete control of
your cases’ electronically stored files and
attorney work product.

IN THE IPRO CLOUD
Ipro Cloud is an innovative service that
includes Software as a Service “SaaS”
and Infrastructure as a Service “IaaS”.
Using this model, law firms are able
to leverage our state of the art
infrastructure in order to reduce
the costs associated with staging,
storing, processing, hosting,
and producing electronically

stored case related information. This allows
for advanced, end-to-end eDiscovery delivered
seamlessly through the web without the upfront
costs of hardware and the personnel to maintain
the environment.
All you need is a computer with internet
access to get started. With flexible, pay-as-yougo pricing, unlimited scalability, and no costly
maintenance or installation fees, Ipro Cloud
is perfect for organizations in need of quick
implementation for on-demand projects, or
for full long term agreements to relocate their
Litigation Support environments.

Software as a service “SaaS”
Ipro SaaS allows your firm on-demand access
to the power of Ipro Enterprise software from
anywhere in the world. Host case data in
Ipro’s own secure SAS- 70/SSAE-16 certified
environment and simply log on to perform
advanced early data assessment, processing,
and review with no software installation or IT
investment required. This is the quickest and
easiest way for a firm to start taking advantage
of advanced technology to manage your digital
discovery needs.

Infrastructure as a service “IaaS”
Ipro IaaS allows your firm to relocate all or part
of your litigation support environment to Ipro’s
Infrastructure. Customized specifically for
your organization, Ipro can allot any amount of
resources including back-up, disaster recovery and
a dedicated environment you can call your own.

GAIN ADVANCED DATA INSIGHT
FROM ANYWHERE
By leveraging Ipro Cloud to access early data
assessment tool Allegro, you can defensibly
reduce document collections by up to 90%
immediately with no software installation or
hardware required.

Collaboratively REVIEW USING JUST THE INTERNET
By using Ipro Cloud to access the Eclipse review
application, multiple reviewers can securely access case
data from just a web browser. Utilize Eclipse analytics
such as clustering, threading, and predictive coding
for faster, better reviews from anywhere.

HIGH SPEED PROCESSING
WITHOUT LIMITATION
Avoid costly outsourcing by simply
leveraging the Ipro Cloud to gain
access to high-speed processing
and production power of
eCapture without changing
your current IT infrastructure.
With unlimited scalability,
you can easily increase or
decrease your needs
depending on the
project at hand.
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